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Abstract

Carrier ampholytes (CAs), originally designed for isoelectric focusing (IEF), have been used as background electrolytes (BGE) in capillary
zone electrophoresis (CZE). Their main electrophoretic properties, relatively high buffering capacity and low electric conductivity allowed fast
(less than 2 min) and high efficient (500,000 theoretical plates/m) separation of a test mixture of proteins under very high electric field strength
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more than 1000 V/cm). The results obtained in such buffers have been compared to those obtained in more classical sodium—ph
odium—N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-N′-(2-ethanesulfonate) background electrolytes. High ionic strength classical buffers were ne
o achieve the separation of the proteins contained in the test mixture. This induced a significant Joule heating and temperature inc
he capillary whereas a negligible Joule heat was produced in carrier ampholyte buffers even at the above electric field strength (
000 V/cm).
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Low conductivity background electrolytes (BGE) have
een introduced for capillary zone electrophoresis (CZE) in
995 by Hjert́en et al.[1]. They proposed several compounds

o be used as low conductivity buffers in CZE. Among others,
mino acids and carrier ampholytes (CAs) have been tested.
lanco et al.[2] studied the band spreading mechanism in

his kind of buffers and found by computation results in ac-
ordance with[1]. Whereas CAs have not been, as far as we
now, further considered as buffers in CZE, amino acids have
een much more studied and have been proven to be an alter-
ative to more classical buffers in several cases. As an exam-
le of the benefits linked to the isoelectric properties of such
ompounds, one can mention that the peptide map of bovine
-casein was performed in less than 10 min in an aspartic
cid (Asp)-based buffer, at a pH close to its isoelectric point

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +33 1 40 79 46 44; fax: +33 1 40 79 46 54.
E-mail address:jean-marc.busnel@espci.fr (J.-M. Busnel).

(pI) (pH∼ pI ∼ 2.77) whereas in a 80 mM phosphate (
2) common buffer, it was done in 80 min[3]. Other amino
acids have been tested as isoelectric buffers, cysteic
[4], histidine, the His-Gly dipeptide[5] or iminodiacetic acid
[6,7].

From these studies, the use of amino acids has s
several advantages, but other authors have carried out
theoretical studies of the use of amphoteric molecules as
in CZE which have led them to some scepticism[8,9].

The problem with amino acids is that only few of th
exhibit a sufficient buffering capacity to be used as BG
CZE [10]. CAs, originally designed for isoelectric focusi
(IEF) may represent a better alternative, from a buffering
pacity point of view, given that CAs are able to estab
a pH gradient in IEF. A preparative IEF fractionation o
wide 3–10 pH range home-made CA mixture provided u
“narrow pH cuts” of CAs. Each obtained fraction has alre
been characterized according to its heterogeneity, cond
ity and buffering capacity[11]. Experimental results led
to the conclusion that most of the “narrow pH cuts” had s
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cient buffering capacity to be used as BGE in CZE in addition
to low conductivity.

Moreover, we have to notice that “narrow pH cuts” of
CAs have been used as BGEs in “zone electrophoresis” (ZE)
since 1976[12] in the second step of the electro-titration
curve (ETC) method in slab gels. This technique is robust
and has been used in the past to optimize ZE pH conditions
[12], protein charge determination prior to ion exchange chro-
matography, protein interactions[13] or to determine protein
isoelectric points with high precision[14]. Thus, ETC could
be seen as the precursor method to carrier ampholytes-based
capillary electrophoresis (CABCE) as well as a good exper-
imental proof that CAs may be used as BGEs in ZE.

In this paper, a test mixture of well-behaved proteins was
used in order to evaluate the capabilities of CABCE to sep-
arate a protein mixture. We present the separation of the
same protein test mixture, first by the ETC technique in
slab gel, and then we show that CABCE is a good method
to separate these well-behaved proteins. We made the com-
parison between CABCE in the “narrow pH cuts” as previ-
ously prepared and CZE in classical buffers. The results ob-
tained in CA-based buffers were compared to those obtained
with phosphate and sodium—N-(2-hydroxyethyl)piperazine-
N′-(2-ethanesulfonate) (HEPES) BGEs which are common
buffers in CZE. High ionic strengths were needed to achieve
a well resolved separation with both classical buffers. This in-
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Table 1
Composition of the protein test mixture

Proteins Isoelectric point Identification

Azurin (P. aeruginosa) 5.65 A
Trifluoroacetylated Myoglobin

Met (porcine)
5.90 B

Myoglobin ferro (porcine) 6.15 C
Myoglobin Met (porcine) 6.45 D
Trifluoroacetylated Myoglobin

Met (equine)
6.90 E

Myoglobin ferro (equine) 7.00 F
Myoglobin Met (equine) 7.30 G
Trifluoroacetylated Myoglobin

Met (sperm whale)
7.65; 7.70 H

Myoglobin Met (sperm whale) 8.30 I

2.2. Capillary electrophoresis

The CZE and CABCE experiments were carried out
with an HP3DCE apparatus (Agilent, Waldbronn, Ger-
many) equipped with a diode-array detector, an autosam-
pler and a power supply able to deliver up to 30 kV.
Data were handled by an HP Chemstation software. Bare
fused silica capillaries (Phymep, Paris, France) present-
ing a 50/375�m internal/external diameter, 35/26.5 cm to-
tal/effective length, were used. In each CZE or CABCE exper-
iment, the anode was set at the injection end of the separation
capillary.

Each new capillary was activated by the following three-
step sequence: 10 min 1 M NaOH rinse, 10 min 0.1 M NaOH
rinse, then 10 min water rinse. Between different separations
in the same BGE, a buffer rinse was only performed. 0.1 M
NaOH, water and the new buffer were successively flushed
into the capillary when different buffers have been used in the
same capillary. Hydrodynamic injection (30 mbar, 3 s) has
been used for sample injection. The theoretical plate number
(N) was calculated by the HP Chemstation software following
the general formula:

N = 5.54
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uced an important Joule heating whereas nearly no Jou
ect and almost baseline resolution were shown in BGE-b
n CAs. The results obtained in this study show that
ased buffers are a valuable alternative to classical bu
hen high speed electrophoretic separation is required

. Materials and methods

.1. Chemicals

Agarose-IEF was purchased from Amersham Bioscie
AB) (Orsay, France). Anolyte and catholyte solutions w
btained from Serva (Coger, Paris, France). All chem
sed were of analytical reagent grade and obtained
igma-Aldrich (Saint-Quentin Fallavier, France). Bu
olutions compositions were computed by Phoebus
are and were prepared, as sample solutions, with

er produced by an alpha Q Millipore system (Molshe
rance) and filtered through 0.2�m Sartorius filter unit

VWR, Strasbourg, France) before their use in ca
ary electrophoresis. Sodium HEPES ([HEPES] = 120 m
NaOH] = 100 mM), pH 8.1, and sodium phosphate buf
[NaH2PO4] = 3.6 mM, [Na2HPO4] = 37.2 mM), pH 7.9
ave been prepared at a high ionic concentration which
esponds respectively to 100 and 115 mM ionic strength

BDH pI marker kit, containing nine proteins with pI in t
ange 5.65–8.3, used as protein test mixture both in CAB
ZE and ETC methods, was purchased from VWR (S
ourg, France). Its composition is given inTable 1.
heretm is migration time, andw1/2 is peak width at ha
eight.

.3. Electro-titration curve in agarose gel

ETC of the BDH pI mixture (5.65≤ pI ≤ 8.3) was per
ormed in a 1.2% (m/v) agarose gel containing 12% (m
orbitol and 2% (m/v) of a wide pH range (3–10) CA mixt
Pharmalytes) on GelBond film (11 cm× 11 cm× 0.4 cm;
MC, Marine Colloids, Portland, ME, USA). The pH g
ient was first generated by isoelectric focusing of the
cross the gel on the Multiphor II apparatus (AB) with co

ng to 15◦C, at a constant power of 2 W for 10 min, follow
y constant power, 3 W, for 50 min. After this focusing s

he gel was rotated by 90◦ and 25�L of the protein test mix
ure was applied into the sample trench. ETC was then ru
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constant voltage, 600 V for 15 min. Coomassie blue staining
was then performed to detect the proteins in the gel.

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Electro-titration curve of the protein test mixture

An ETC of the protein test mixture (for its composition see
Table 1) was performed in order to show the protein migration
as a function of the pH (Fig. 1). This identifies each peak
obtained in CABCE and CZE by their pI obtained by ETC.
The protein test mixture analyzed by ETC was first submitted
to IEF in the first step of the ETC. This allows us to draw the
slope of the pH gradient across the gel (not shown). The
intersections of the protein curves with the sample trench are
giving the pI of the proteins present in each curve separated in
the second step of the ETC. The intersections of the protein
curves with the sample trench are aligned with the protein
bands obtained by IEF in the first step of the ETC. Thus,
the second ETC step did not act on the pH gradient and we
can consequently consider the second step of the ETC as
the result of multiple juxtaposed carrier ampholytes-based
electrophoretic (CABE) separations.

3
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Fig. 2. Protein test mixture analyzed by CABCE in four different “narrow
pH cuts”. Fused silica capillary, total/effective length 35/26.5 cm× 50�m
i.d.; voltage, 30 kV; temperature, 25◦C. UV absorbance at 214 nm. Hydro-
dynamic injection (30 mbar, 3 s). Sample, protein test mixture (each protein
at 1 mg/mL) diluted in the considered “narrow pH cut”. For protein identi-
fication, seeTable 1.

ductive and some may not be buffering enough. But, as a
result of their physico-chemical study[11], we can consider
that we have 20 potential low conductivity buffers of different
pH available. This is really useful in order to optimize pro-
tein separations based on protein charges. The example of
CABCE separation of the protein test mixture is meaningful
(Fig. 2).

In order to avoid a significant adsorption of the test pro-
teins to the negatively charged bare fused silica capillaries,
all the test proteins, with the exception of protein I, were
analyzed as anions at pH above their pI. By this way, the
proteins are electrostatically repulsed from the negatively
charged capillary walls[15]. As the proteins are analyzed
in anionic mode in presence of a strong electroosmotic flow
(EOF), the protein with longest migration time behind the
EOF peak has in fact the greatest electrophoretic mobility
and the first peak emerging after the EOF peak represents the
slowest protein.

Once the concentration of each CA fraction has been in-
dividually optimized to achieve the best resolution, we can
see that the use of the amphoteric fraction no. 15 (pH 8.03)
(Fig. 2b) gives a quasi baseline separation of the nine test
.2. Carrier ampholytes-based capillary electrophoresis

A preparative IEF fractionation of a wide pH range (3–
A solution has provided us 25 potential BGEs for capil
lectrophoresis. These amphoteric fractions have diff
onductivities and buffering capacities. “Narrow pH cu
resenting the most basic and acidic pH are rather more

ig. 1. ETC of the protein test mixture. In the upper part of the gel
EF separation of the protein test mixture allowed us to identify the pr
resent in each curve. One microlitre of the protein test mixture (each

ein at 5 mg/mL) is deposited on the top of the gel for the IEF. Twenty
icrolitres of the protein test mixture (each protein at 2.5 mg/mL) is
osited on the sample trench before the execution of the ETC secon
or protein identification, seeTable 1.
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mixture proteins whereasFig. 2d in amphoteric fraction no.
18 (pH 8.58) shows poor resolution. It illustrates that protein
mobilities are very sensitive to even slight pH shifts of the
BGE.

It has to be emphasized that the low conductivity of the
“narrow pH cuts” always allowed us to work at maximum
voltage (30 kV). The current induced by such high voltage
was very low. Depending on the considered amphoteric frac-
tion, it was comprised between 3�A and less than 6�A in a
capillary of a total length ranging from 29.3 to 35 cm. Thus,
advantages linked to the use of amphoteric fractions appear
obvious when considering the detection time. For example,
the nine proteins contained in the test mixture have been an-
alyzed in 90 s in amphoteric fraction no. 15. Their detec-
tion profile showed symmetrical peaks. The separation effi-
ciency reached for some of them values of 500,000 theoretical
plates/meter.

Another peculiarity of CABCE in our “narrow pH cuts”
is the presence of a peak, marked as the “EOF peak” on
the electropherograms inFigs. 2 and 3. This peak is pro-

F
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F

duced when protein samples are injected diluted into am-
photeric BGE. This same peak is also produced by ben-
zyl alcohol and dimethylformamide (DMF), routinely used
as neutral electroosmotic flow markers in CZE. The in-
jection of water induces a negative peak at the same mi-
gration time (data not shown). Thus, we considered this
peak as a system peak of our CA BGE migrating with
mobility very close to the electroosmotic mobility. That is
why we noted the considered system peak as the “EOF
peak”.

We can see onFig. 2 that the EOF mobility is not, as ex-
pected, increasing with the pH, but the CA “narrow pH cuts”
present different amphoteric species, heterogeneity, buffering
capacity and conductivity[11]. We can thus expect that each
CA fraction induces a different zeta potential in a same bare
fused silica capillary. Moreover, the CA fractions may present
different viscosity. Thus, different electroosmotic flow can be
expected when different CA narrow pH cuts, even with close
pH values are used.

In theFig. 3, the influence of the amphoteric fraction con-
centration on the resolution is shown for the “narrow pH cut”
no. 16. Indeed, an increase of the resolution is clearly ob-
served between peaks D and E and between peaks A and
B. This is certainly due to an increase of the ionic strength
of the BGE. The increase of the observed current (3.4�A
(a), 3.8�A (b) and 4.11�A (c)) and the slight increase of
m
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ig. 3. Influence of the CA concentration on the separation resolution
GE: “narrow pH cut” no. 16 (pH 8.24), concentration of the “narrow pH
ut” indicated on the figure. Fused silica capillary, total/effective length,
5/26.5 cm× 50�m i.d.; voltage, 30 kV; temperature, 25◦C. UV absorbance
t 214 nm. Hydrodynamic injection (30 mbar, 3 s). Sample, protein test mix-

ure (each protein at 1 mg/mL) diluted in the considered “narrow pH cut”.
or protein identification, seeTable 1.
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igration time confirm this hypothesis.
The repeatability of the protein test mixture sep

ion by CABCE has been assessed in two different B
ased on CAs, the no. 14 (1.2% (m/v)), and the no
1% (m/v)). In both cases, four separations have been
ormed successively with only buffer rinses between r
n both cases, the protein effective mobilities showe
elative standard deviation (RSD) between 0.4 and 1
hile a RSD below 1% was observed for the EOF mo

ty. Besides, the corrected areas show a RSD betwee
nd 9.5%. Thus, CABCE experiments exhibit an accep
epeatability.

Another important aspect of CABCE is linked to the U
bsorbance spectra of CAs. 200 nm, the optimal dete
avelength for sensitive protein detection cannot be us
As are strongly absorbing. We found that the detectio
14 nm was a good compromise. Thus, we cannot e

he best sensitivity in CABCE when working with UV a
orbance detection. Other detection modes like laser ind
uorescence or even conductivity detection (based on
onductivity changes in the protein zones in comparison
he conductivity of the surrounding CA-based BGE) hav
e considered in the future.

.3. Protein test mixture analyzed by CZE in classical
uffers

The protein test mixture (Table 1) has been analyzed
ZE in two classical buffers, sodium HEPES and sod
hosphate buffers. As in the CABCE experiments, with
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Fig. 4. Protein test mixture analyzed by CZE in sodium HEPES BGE (pH
8.1) at different ionic strengths. Fused silica capillary, total/effective length,
35/26.5 cm× 50�m i.d.; voltage, 15 kV; temperature, 25◦C. UV absorbance
at 214 nm. Hydrodynamic injection (30 mbar, 3 s). Sample, protein test mix-
ture (each protein at 0.4 mg/mL) diluted in buffer. For protein identification,
seeTable 1.

exception of protein I, the test proteins were analyzed in
counter-electroosmotic mode. The pH of the two classical
BGEs was chosen to allow the comparison with the CABCE
separation in amphoteric fraction no. 15. Sodium HEPES,
pH 8.1, and sodium phosphate buffers, pH 7.9, have been
prepared at a high ionic concentration which corresponds re-
spectively to 100 and 115 mM ionic strength. Then, the pro-
tein test mixture separation was carried out in each buffer,
used at different dilutions. It appears that the test separation
was not easy to be resolved in its nine components and that
high ionic strengths were necessary to provide nice separa-
tion in HEPES/NaOH (Fig. 4). But, two proteins (E and C)
are still migrating together in this BGE. Co-migration also
occurred in the phosphate buffer when high ionic strengths
were used. Even a 115 mM ionic strength phosphate buffer
(Fig. 5) did not produce a good separation of the proteins
contained in the test mixture. The non-growing resolution
within the BGE ionic strength used can also be caused
by the increased Joule heat generated in BGEs with high
conductivity.

Fig. 5. Protein test mixture analyzed by CZE in sodium phosphate BGE (pH
7.9) at different ionic strengths. Fused silica capillary, total/effective length,
35/26.5 cm× 50�m i.d.; voltage, 16 kV; temperature, 25◦C. UV absorbance
at 214 nm. Hydrodynamic injection (30 mbar, 3 s). Sample, protein test mix-
ture (each protein at 0.4 mg/mL) diluted in buffer. For protein identification,
seeTable 1.

3.4. Joule heating in the different background
electrolytes

Joule heating in capillary electrophoresis is known to act
on the pKa values of weak electrolytes present in BGE or
sample, on the solution viscosity and consequently on the
electrophoretic mobilities of all ions of the BGE and of the
sample and on the electroosmotic flow. Variation of temper-
ature inside the capillary due to Joule heating influences also
the separation efficiency and reproducibility of the analysis
[16]. Moreover, when working with biological samples, the
proteins may be deteriorated by the temperature increase in-
duced by the Joule effect. Thus, BGEs have to be properly
chosen in order to minimize the Joule heat effect. In Section
3.3, we have demonstrated that highly concentrated classical
buffers were needed to separate the protein test mixture. In
this part, we will compare the Joule heating generated in the
different BGEs used in this study. To see if the use of low con-
ductivity buffers, as “narrow pH cut” of CAs is really advan-
tageous as compared to classical buffers, we have followed
the increase of electric current with the increasing electric
field strength. OnFig. 6, for each BGE, one can find the ex-
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Fig. 6. Ohm’s plot for the different studied buffers. Bare fused silica capil-
lary: 35 cm× 50�m i.d. for the classical buffers; 29.3 cm× 50�m i.d. for
the narrow pH cut no. 15 at 1.3% (m/v).

perimentally determined dependence of electric evolution of
current on the applied electric field strength in continuous line
and the theoretical expected evolution of the electric current
in the absence of Joule heating in dotted line. Positive devia-
tion from linearity is obvious in the case of classical buffers
for electric field strength above 400 V/cm. Considering the
“narrow pH cut” no. 15 (1.2% m/v), it appears that the Ohm’s
plot is linear till electric field strength as high as 1024 V/cm.
Electric field strength above this value has not been tested
because the capillary electrophoresis equipment used did not
allow it.

4. Conclusion

Through the different experiments performed in this study,
some results of the previous physico-chemical study[11]
have been confirmed. Indeed, it has appeared that some of
the “narrow pH cuts” of CAs provided by preparative IEF
fractionation of a wide pH range 3–10 CA mixture are suit-
able BGE for capillary electrophoresis. Thanks to their low
conductivity, high electric field strengths could be applied
without the increased Joule heating, which allowed to sepa-
rate all proteins contained in the test mixture within a short
period of time. Moreover, good resolution of the nine test
mixture proteins, rather high efficiency (up to 500,000 theo-
r have
b clas-
s ve to
b ) to
a CE.
T ed

significant Joule heating as soon as the electric field strength
was higher than 400 V/cm while the use of “narrow pH cuts”
of CAs allows the application of electric field strength above
1000 V/cm. In view of the obtained results, we could expect
that even higher electric field strengths could be applied but
we did not have the possibility to confirm this hypothesis
because we were limited by our CE equipment.

Due to their physico-chemical properties, some CAs may
be better BGEs in CABCE than others. We expect to select
the good from the bad ones by improving the CA preparation
mainly by further reducing the heterogeneity of each “narrow
pH cut” of CAs.
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